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Who’s Here?
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Rapid expansion of
technology around the globe:
! The

“largest biological experiment in the
history of the world”

!.

. . the growing brains of children may
“deserve special concern, since
biological and maturational processes are
particularly vulnerable.”
Dr. Salford, Lund University

Learning Objectives
! Explore

the impacts of screen media on
attention, play, language and emotional
regulation of young children

! Discuss

the addictive nature of
technology and review case study

Learning objectives
!

Identify resources and actions that will
empower teachers, home visitors and families
to “rethink the screen”

!

Discuss the growing need to develop and
adopt a new definition of technology literacy
at the levels of family, school and society

!

Redefine our role to include fostering
technology literacy for our children and
families.
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Question
At what age are many
children beginning to
regularly watch TV
and videos?

3 months

How much screen time?
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How much screen time?
My caseload:
! 100%

of children 12 mos are watching
hand held screen media independently

! 100%

of children all ages are watching
television independently

! 4-5

hours per day is common

! Most

caregivers underestimate actual
screen time

Early experiences shape how
the brain develops
!

Serve and return: early connections are being formed
through face-to-face interaction

Early experiences shape how
the brain develops
!

Serve and return: early connections are being formed
through face-to-face interaction

What fires together wires together!
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Screen media as an early
experience
! Moving

from face-to-face to
face-to-screen

Screen media as an early
experience

What are we wiring brains for?
! to

be entertained

! passive

entertainment vs active engagement
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What are we wiring brains for?
! to

be entertained

! passive

! instant
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gratification

! waiting

is a life skill
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What are we wiring brains for?
! to

be entertained

! passive

! instant

! waiting

! low
!

entertainment vs active engagement

gratification
is a life skill

tolerance for frustration

problem solving/persistence

Implications?
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What are we wiring brains for?
! Attention

= looking + thinking

! Infants

and toddlers may keep looking,
but they typically don’t have time to give
attention to the content before the
screen image changes again.

What are we wiring brains for?
! Attention

= looking + thinking

! Infants

and toddlers may keep looking,
but they typically don’t have time to give
attention to the content before the
screen image changes again.

We are wiring brains to look, but not to attend.

What’s NOT happening?
! The

absence of certain early experiences
also shapes brain development . . .
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Displacement Theory
E. Vandewater
! In

her study, tv was found to displace two
things:
!

the children’s time spent with their parents
in non-tv activities

!

time spent in hands-on creative play
Vandewater concluded that the AAP was
right to be concerned.

Hands-on creative play is the foundation
for learning for young children!

How do young children learn?
! Exploration
! Whole

body learning, using all senses

! Social

interaction/relationships

! In
! By

context
doing - not by watching others do
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Traditional Play

Virtual “Play”

What’s happening to play?
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What’s happening to play?
! Sedentary
!

and silent

technology provides the sound and action,
not the child

What’s happening to play?
! Sedentary
!

and silent

technology provides the sound and action,
not the child

! Sedentary

nature of screen viewing may
lead to low muscle tone, lack of core
strength, underdeveloped vestibular
systems and delayed gross and fine motor
skills.

What’s happening to play?
Distracted play:
play schemes can
be interrupted by
the intermittent
draw of screens
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What’s happening to play?
Isolated or parallel play

What’s happening to play?
! An

unintended consequence of
technology is that childhood has moved
indoors

“I like to play indoors better ‘cause that’s
where all of the electrical outlets are.”
4th grader

The most sensory rich place to
play is . . .
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Outside!

The most sensory rich place to
play is outside
Qualities of outdoor play that screen-based
play is missing:
!
!
!
!

Whole body learning/bilateral/midline crossing
Vestibular stimulation
Motor planning
Interaction with a variety of textures
(vs. hard, smooth plastic)

!
!

Opportunities to explore and organize sensory
information in the environment
Opportunities to engage in risky play

“Nature-Deficit Disorder”
“Nature-deficit disorder
describes the human
costs of alienation from
nature, among them:
diminished use of the
senses, attention
difficulties and higher
rates of physical and
emotional illnesses.”
Richard Louv, 2008
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Unstructured Play
! The

American Academy of Pediatrics links
increases in childhood depression and
anxiety to a lack of unstructured playtime.

! Benefits

of boredom:
drives initiation, curiosity and creativity

! Benefits

of stillness/mindfulness:

connection, security and confidence
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Unstructured Play
!
Children need to experience time to
wander and to wonder.

Reflection
If hands on, creative play is the foundation
for learning for young
children, what are the
Implications of the
changes in play due to
screen media?
What’s our role?

What about language?
Screen media and
language
development
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Foreground vs. background
! On

average, young children under 3
years of age are being exposed to 5 1/2
hours of background TV per day,

!

40% of waking life

What about language?
! More

difficult for children to process
language when in the presence of
background noise
!

Localizing sound

!

Discriminating sound

! Noise

impacts a child’s ability to pay
attention and to retain what he learned

What about language?
Foreground and background television:
! has been linked to lower quality and less
frequency of caregiver-child interactions
! 500

to 1000 fewer adult words spoken per
hour of television

! Children’s

academic success at age 10 is
attributed to the number of words the
child hears before age 3
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What about language?
! “The

more handheld screen time a child’s
parent reported, the more likely the child
was to have expressive speech delays.”

! Each

30 minute increase translated into a
49% increased risk of expressive speech
delay.
ASHA Leader, August 2017

What about language?

What about language?
!

DVDs designed for babies such as Baby
Einstein and Brainy Baby actually delay
language development

!

For every hour per day spent watching,
babies learned 6-8 fewer words than babies
who never watched the videos

!

Most detrimental effect was on 8-16 month
olds

!

Parents overestimated what their child had
leaned.
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“Video Deficit”
! Also

called “transfer deficit”

! To

make sense of media, one has to be
able to make sense of signs

! Children

learn best from observing live
interactions

! Need

to see a show about twice as many
times in order to imitate actions

What’s the #1 factor in
how much screen time
a young child is
exposed to?

The extent to which the
primary caregiver
believes the screen
time is educational
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Educational?
“Scientists have so far come up with nothing
to suggest that babies are better off
watching a baby video than, say,
watching Dad fold laundry.”

Lisa Guernsey, Screen Time

School Readiness
! Early

Academic Readiness Skills
Plus

! Learning

to Learn Behaviors

School Readiness
The most important school readiness skill
is . . .
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School Readiness
The most important school readiness skill
is . . .

Knowing HOW to learn!

Learning to Learn Behaviors
! Joint attention and
social referencing

Early Academic Readiness Skills
! Numeracy skills

! Imitation

! Knowledge of shapes &
colors

! Purposeful play with toys

! ID and label letters

! Social play with peers

! Matching and sorting

! Functional

communication

! Manipulate crayons, scissors
glue sticks, etc

! Self-regulation

! Basic phonemic awareness

! Problem Solving

! Early literacy & print
awareness

Learning to Learn Behaviors
Assessment
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Electronic Screen Syndrome
Dr. Victoria Dunckley, M.D.

! Use

of screen media can lead to
overstimulation or hyperarousal.
! “wired

and tired, agitated and exhausted”

! This

can shift the nervous system into fight,
flight or freeze mode which can lead to
dysregulation.

Electronic Screen Syndrome
The hyperaroused child has difficulty:
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

Paying attention
Following directions
Accessing compassion
Suppressing impulses
Managing emotions
Tolerating frustration
Accessing creativity

Electronic Screen Syndrome
“The problem is the age of exposure;
hyperarousing screens can be damaging to
a young child’s brain, which simply is not
developmentally ready to handle that level
of stimulation.”
Nicholas Kardaras, Glow Kids
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Is technology addictive?
! According

to the Alliance for Childhood &
The Campaign for a Commercial Free
Childhood:

repeated behaviors such as watching tv,
playing video games and playing with apps
can become biologically compelled habits
! Gentlie

(2009) found that 1 in 11 children
aged 8-18 are addicted to technology

Is technology addictive?
!

“constant use of these devices is actually
rewiring the physical structure of people’s
brains”

!

“Studies show that internet addiction is
associated with structural and functional
changes in brain regions involving emotional
processing, executive attention, decision
making, and cognitive control.”
Lin & Zhou et al, 2012

“When every finger swipe brings about a
response of colors and shapes and sounds, a
child’s brain responds gleefully with the
neurotransmitter dopamine, the key
component in our reward system that is
associated with feelings of pleasure.
Dopamine hits in the brain can feel almost
addictive, and when a child gets too used to
an immediate stimuli response, he will learn
to always prefer smartphone-style interaction
– that is, immediate gratification and
response – over real-world connections.”
Liraz Margalit, Ph.D.
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Is technology addictive?
“We have essentially been giving our
most innocent and most vulnerable
an addicting and mind-altering
electronic drug.”
Nicholas Kardaras, Glow Kids

How to Know if a Child is
Addicted to Technology
Dr. Richard Graham, Dr. Kimberly Young
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

Child displays signs of distress or agitation when separated
from technology
Increased time spent using devices
Electronic devices start to have a major influence over
behavior
Sleep, mealtimes and eating habits are impacted
Lack of interest in other fun activities
Child constantly talks about the device
Refusal to go to places where technology can’t be used
Hiding the device or using it without parents’ knowledge
Unexplained irritability and anxiety

Digital “Detox”
! Dr.

Graham recommends a 72 hour
“digital detox” to see if the child shows
distress and signs of withdrawal

! Case

study: Esmae
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Esmae
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

27 months
Using about 50 words but no two word phrases
Throwing objects at mom to gain attention
Mom reported concerns with frequent aggressive
behaviors with other children
Frequent nursing
Limited play/distracted play
Pays attention “best” to television
Low tolerance for frustration
Difficulty following directions
Frequent tantrums

Esmae, cont’d
! 72

hour digital detox

! Removed
! Monitored

phone play completely
television time

Results
Within the first 5 days:
! Improved

emotional regulation
two word phrases
! Improved following directions
! Aggressive behaviors eliminated
! Nursing significantly reduced
! Using
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Results
! Mom

sought out new play activities for
Esmae, and had her actively engaged in
family routines every day.

! “Our

relationship is so much better.”

! “We

feel we have control over the phone
now and she is like a completely different
child.”

“Rethink the Screen” checklist

Rethink the screen
Have you noticed . . . !
! Your

child has a tantrum when he/she isn’t
allowed to have the phone, tablet or tv?

! Your

child is learning colors, letters or
numbers, but has only a few other
functional words (such as “go” “mine”
“look” or the names of his/her favorite
foods or toys)?
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Rethink the screen
! Your

child has difficulty going to sleep or
staying asleep?

! Your

child can name cartoon characters
before they can say family members’
names?

! Your

child has difficulty paying attention
or moves from one toy/activity to another
quickly?

Questions
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